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Industry's structure reform problem of the natural monopoly is one of the 
most active subjects for research of economics domain, it is a hot question of the 
present China's economic system reform too. But China structure reform , 
natural monopoly of industry pay attention to a suitable one for a long time, stay 
in separate government function from enterprise management and monopolize 
on pattern break as to structure reform , natural monopoly of industry to original 
trade also, to how about recombinate government's regulation organization 
further, how it is in accordance with the law for natural monopoly carry on 
regulation so as to meeting the needs of accession to the WTO of China industry 
and who regulate, what it will be regulate, who regulate " regulater" problem get 
real settlement. And these questions are to structure industry's regulation of 
China's natural monopoly and reform the basic problem that the mode include. 
This thesis has just carried on comparatively systematic research and discussion 
from these respects, is it is it structure one meet industry structure mode and 
policy frame that reform practise , natural monopoly of China , to probe into to 
make every effort. This is main innovation of this thesis too. The full thesis 
divided into four parts altogether. Chapter one the function with theory 
foreshadowing. Do the simple introduction in development of the intension and 
theory to such concepts as natural monopoly and regulation ,etc. at first, this 
contributes to realizing the natural monopoly industry and theoretical foundation 
of government's structure more thoroughly even more. Chapter two study the 
general mode of industry's structure reform of natural monopoly. Through make 















Japan ,etc. country deep generality study, reveal the general mode of industry's 
structure reform of natural monopoly and basic measure. Chapter three structure 
the basic mode of industry's structure reform of China's natural monopoly on the 
basis of general mode. In is it derive natural monopoly at the industry structure 
reform general foundation of mode to analyse, this chapter is combined to the 
description of industry's traditional structure system current situation of China's 
natural monopoly and subject matter existing, have analysed and described the 
measure that industry's structure reform of China's natural monopoly should be 
taken and principle adhered to, must happen conclusion industry structure , 
natural monopoly of China , reform construction of mode should move forward 
from government aspect , respect , aspect of enterprise and construction ,etc. of 
law in step finally, thus offered the theoretical foundation and mode frame for 
the fact that the policy of industry's structure reform of China's natural 
monopoly is designed. Chapter four industry's structure of China's natural 
monopoly reforms the application of the mode in the concrete industry. As to 
concrete natural monopoly industry, because of the technological characteristic 
of economy and corresponding process of reform being different to some extent, 
its structure should be treated to reform the mode with a certain discrimination 
too. Selected works this select Chinese telecommunication industry because 
telecommunication industry possess the characteristics of natural monopoly 
most but because telecommunication industry whether China implement 
government structure system reform first Natural monopoly industry, it study for 
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第二章  自然垄断和规制理论综述 
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